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ACER webinar: implementation of the EU methodology for electricity 
adequacy metrics 

Wednesday, 5 June 2024 | 10:00 - 11:30 CET 

Online, MS Teams platform 

AGENDA 

Indicative 

time 
Webinar items 

09:45 - 10:00 Webinar open for log-in Starts promptly at 10:00 

10:00 - 10:05 
Introductory remarks 

Daniel IHASZ-TOTH, ACER 

10:05 - 10:50 

Results of the consultancy study on adequacy metrics 

Johannes REICHL, Johannes Kepler Universität Linz 

Aaron PRAKTIKNJO, RWTH Aachen University 

10:50 - 11:25 Q&A 

11:25 - 11:30 
Closing remarks 

Daniel IHASZ-TOTH, ACER 
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Webinar objective 

A stable and ample energy supply is crucial for European consumers. The security of 

electricity supply depends on having adequate resources in the power system to meet the 

demand. To maintain this level of security, Member States continuously monitor adequacy to 

ensure that the risk remains below the acceptable level. Adequacy metrics, set by the Member 

States, help determine the necessary security level of electricity supply. These metrics are 

calculated using a common methodology by national regulatory authorities.  

Through its monitoring of EU electricity supply security, ACER observed substantial 

discrepancies in the calculated metrics. The reasons of such discrepancies are not 

straightforward and to better understand them and determine if further methodological 

coordination is needed, ACER commissioned consultants, Johannes Kepler Universität Linz 

and RWTH Aachen University, to conduct a study on the topic.  

The aim of this webinar is to present and discuss with stakeholders the main findings of 

ACER’s consultancy study, focusing on: 

• understanding the relevance of Europe’s adequacy metrics in assessing the security 

of Europe’s electricity supply; 

• exploring key divergences in deriving adequacy metrics in different Member States; 

• drawing input from interested stakeholders on possible ACER recommendations to 

facilitate the calculation of adequacy metrics in Europe. 

Pre-reading material 

Adequacy metrics implementation landscape. 

Share your views 

Stakeholders are encouraged to submit their input on the topic at any time (before and after 

this ACER webinar), and at the latest by 21 June 2024, to the following email address: 

securityofsupply@acer.europa.eu. 
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